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ABSTRACT
Solvation of Cs+ ions inside helium droplets has been investigated both experimentally and theoretically. On the one hand, mass spectra
of doped helium clusters ionized with a crossed electron beam, HeNCs+, have been recorded for sizes up to N = 60. The analysis of the
ratio between the observed peaks for each size N reveals evidences of the closure of the first solvation shell when 17 He atoms surround
the alkali ion. On the other hand, we have obtained energies and geometrical structures of the title clusters by means of basin-hopping,
diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC), and path integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) methods. The analytical He–Cs+ interaction potential employed in
our calculations is represented by the improved Lennard-Jones expression optimized on high level ab initio energies. The weakness of the
existing interaction between helium and Cs+ in comparison with some other alkali ions such as Li+ is found to play a crucial role. Our
theoretical findings confirm that the first solvation layer is completed at N = 17 and both evaporation and second difference energies
obtained with the PIMC calculation seem to reproduce a feature observed at N = 12 for the experimental ion abundance. The analy-
sis of the DMC probability distributions reveals the important contribution from the icosahedral structure to the overall configuration
for He12Cs+.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5092566

I. INTRODUCTION

Helium droplets are considered as an ideal environment for
spectroscopical investigations of different species.1–7 Among all pos-
sible impurities to dope the HeN clusters, alkali ions have received
special attention in recent studies.8–24 From the experimental side,
for instance, Müller et al.25 performed a systematic study of the
formation and stability of snowballs obtained by femtosecond pho-
toionization of small alkali clusters bound to helium nanodroplets.
The authors concluded that the size of the doped helium clus-
ter depends on the mass of the alkali atom: whereas for Na+ and
K+ ions, clusters between 3 and 10 He atoms were observed, the

heavier alkali Rb+ and Cs+ led to the formation of snowballs con-
taining up to 41 He atoms. Differential mass spectra obtained as
abundance mass ratios of neighboring snowball intensities, IN+1/IN ,
as a function of the number of He atoms, N, were analyzed in order
to characterize the structure of the cluster around the ionic impu-
rity. In particular, indications of shell closures of the solvating atoms
were inferred from dips observed in such relative intensities. The
drop found in the spectra for HeNCs+ at N = 16 is slightly shifted
with respect to the theoretical prediction reported by Rossi et al.,26

who calculated N = 17.5 by numerical integration of the radial
density profile obtained in a shadow Monte Carlo (MC) calcula-
tion. The authors suggested the existence of another relatively stable
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structure at He12Cs+ to explain the additional dip featured by the
differential intensity at N = 1225 and referred to the classical lowest
energy configuration seen for He12K+ in the calculations reported
in Ref. 27. The immersion of Cs+ into the HeN nanodroplets was
also experimentally investigated by Theisen et al.,20 and the only
deviations from a smooth dependence of the photoion yield with
respect to N were observed around N = 17–18 and N = 50. Both fea-
tures were associated, in principle, to shell closures (first and second
shell, respectively) although, due to its non rigid character, the exact
number filling a second layer surrounding the ionic impurity could
fluctuate.

Previous theoretical investigations of HeNCs+ in the literature
found a structure consisting of the ion localized at the center of a
droplet formed by surrounding He atoms in a snowball along well
defined shells.26,28,29 Galli et al.29 performed path integral Monte
Carlo (PIMC) calculations of these systems at T = 1 K in comparison
with 4He nanodroplets doped with some other alkali and alkali-earth
ions such as Na+, K+, Be+, and Mg+. Density profiles of helium atoms
around the Cs+ ion were calculated for different sizes N. The num-
ber of He atoms in the first shell changed from 17 for He20Cs+ up to
18 when the calculation was performed for He64Cs+ and He128Cs+.
The radial probability densities displayed different peaks associated
with the filling of shells around the cesium ion as more helium atoms
are added to the cluster. In particular, the authors of Ref. 29 saw
that the second maximum at ∼6 Å is characterized by He atoms with
high radial mobility which can participate in position changes with
atoms of the first shell, in agreement with conclusions reported in
Ref. 28.

In a recent experiment,30 helium nanodroplets doped with
cesium in the presence of molecular hydrogen were subsequently
ionized with a crossed electron beam. The obtained mass spectra
were analyzed in order to study mainly the abundance of (H2)NCs+.
The most prominent mass peaks were due, however, to the exis-
tence of HeNCs+ clusters. The corresponding ion abundance curve
as a function of the number of He atoms was shown for sizes
smaller than N = 30, revealing just a suggested feature around
N = 15.30

In this work, we present results for a similar experiment per-
formed only with cesium atoms in the pickup chamber in an attempt
to obtain much clearer conditions for a proper inspection of the
relative abundances of the different Cs+ ions solvated with helium
atoms. In addition to this and in order to search for the most sta-
ble configurations, we have carried out extensive theoretical calcu-
lations by means of both classical and quantum mechanical (QM)
approaches. In particular, basin-hopping (BH), diffusion Monte
Carlo (DMC), and PIMC calculations have been performed in com-
parison with the new experimental data. Analogously as in previ-
ous theoretical investigations of similar clusters (see, for instance,
Ref. 31 for the case of HeNLi+), our study includes the explicit
ab initio calculation of the He–Cs+ interaction which has been used
to optimize an analytical representation according to an improved
Lennard-Jones (ILJ) expression.

The structure of the paper is the following: Details of the exper-
imental setup are given in Sec. II; the potential energy surface (PES)
is described in Sec. III; details of the theoretical methods employed
in our calculations are shown in Sec. IV. Results are shown and dis-
cussed in Sec. V and Sec. VI, respectively, and finally, conclusions
are given in Sec. VII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Helium nanodroplets were produced by expanding helium

(Linde, purity 99.9999%) at a stagnation pressure of about 2.6 MPa
through a 5 µm nozzle, cooled by a closed-cycle cryostat (Sumitomo
Heavy Industries Ltd., model RDK-415D), into vacuum. The noz-
zle temperature was set to 9.9 K, resulting in an average droplet size
of about 5 × 105 He atoms.23,32 The resulting supersonic beam was
confined by a 0.8 mm conical skimmer, located 8 mm downstream
from the nozzle, and passed through a 20 cm-long differentially
pumped chamber. The droplets crossed through a pick-up cell filled
with cesium vapor produced in a resistively heated oven. The tem-
perature of the metal oven was set to 327.5 K. The doped helium
nanodroplets passed through another differentially pumped vacuum
chamber where they were crossed with an electron beam of 85 eV
energy. The emission current was 46 µA. Ions were guided by elec-
trostatic lenses into the extraction region of a commercial orthogo-
nal time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometer equipped with a reflec-
tron (Tofwerk AG, model HTOF). The effective mass resolution was
m/∆m = 5400 (∆m = full-width-at-half-maximum). The ions were
detected by a micro-channel plate operated in single ion counting
mode and recorded via a time to digital converter. Additional exper-
imental details have been described elsewhere.33 The mass spectrum
was evaluated by means of a custom-designed software.34 The pro-
gram corrects for experimental artifacts such as background signal
levels, imperfect peak shapes, and mass drift in case of long-term
measurements.

III. POTENTIAL ENERGY SURFACE
Pairwise two-body (2B) functions have been employed to

describe the He–He and He–Cs+ interactions. In particular, for
He–He, we have used the potential reported in Ref. 35, whereas
for the He–Cs+ contribution, a new potential energy surface (PES)
optimized on accurate coupled-cluster with single and double
and perturbative triple excitations [CCSD(T)] interaction ener-
gies obtained with the d-aug-cc-pV6Z36 and def2-AQVZPP37 basis
sets for He and Cs+, respectively, has been developed. We have
checked that the adopted basis set is sufficiently large to guaran-
tee well converged interaction energies, which are found to devi-
ate from those carried out in the global minimum region with the
d-aug-cc-pV5Z/def2-AQVZPP set of less than 0.3 meV (about 1%).
The CCSD(T) computations have been performed using the Mol-
pro2012.1 package.38 For the analytical representation of the force
field, the ILJ formulation39 of the atom-atom interactions has been
chosen

V(r) = �[
m

n(r) −m
(
rm
r
)
n(r)
−

n(r)
n(r) −m

(
rm
r
)
m
]. (1)

In the expression above, � is the potential depth, rm is the minimum
potential position, and n(r) is defined as follows:39

n(r) = β + 4(
r
rm

)
2
. (2)

Values for the parameters used in Eqs. (1) and (2) are shown in
Table I.

Both the ab initio points and the analytical representation for
the He–Cs+ interaction potential are shown in Fig. 1 besides the
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TABLE I. Parameters for the ILJ potentials employed for the He–Cs+ interaction
shown in Eqs. (1) and (2). rm is given in Angstrom, � is given in milli electron volt;
m, and β are dimensionless parameters.

m rm � β

4 3.35 13.70 9.5

He–He potential taken from Ref. 35. The comparison with the
He–Li+ case, a system formed with a much lighter alkali ion treated
in a previous investigation,31 reveals the weak character of the exist-
ing interactions responsible for the stability of the Cs+ doped helium
clusters. As shown in Fig. 1, the He–Li+ interaction is about 5 times
deeper than the He–Cs+. The reason has to be found in the differ-
ent charge distribution of each ion. Due to the smaller size of Li+,
the charge of the ion is distributed in a shorter and more com-
pact region, so the He atoms are capable to penetrate closer to
the impurity. Cs+ is, on the contrary, bigger, and the charged elec-
tronic cloud extends therefore at a further distance with respect to
the center. The rare gas atoms can not get close to the impurity
thus resulting in a weaker interaction shifted at larger interatomic
distances.

IV. THEORETICAL METHODS
A. Basin-hopping

Putative global energy minima of HeNCs+ clusters with N ≤ 30
were located using the BH method40 also known as the “Monte
Carlo plus energy minimization” approach of Li and Scheraga.41

This unbiased technique has been particularly successful for the
global optimization of various atomic and molecular systems.42–50

The BH method relies on an extensive random search of the PES by

FIG. 1. Potential energy curves for He–Cs+ (in circles ab initio points and in the
black solid line the ILJ analytical fit) and He–He35 (in the blue dashed-dotted line)
interactions employed in this work. The He–Li+ case (red dashed line) from Ref.
31 has been included for comparison in the bigger panel, while in the inset, the
He–He and He–Cs+ cases are shown in a more reduced range.

large amplitude MC moves followed by systematic local optimiza-
tion. Suitable parameters for the present BH simulations were deter-
mined for all cluster sizes based on preliminary tests on He12Cs+.
These benchmarks consisted of 105 minimization steps and were
initiated from independent random geometries, varying the tem-
perature and the target acceptance ratios of the MC simulation.
Although our global minima remain putative, they were obtained
in all trajectories. This should ensure a reasonably high degree of
confidence.

The results below were obtained at a constant simulation tem-
perature of kBT = 2 meV (where kB is the Boltzmann constant)
and an acceptance ratio of 50%. A total of 4 runs of 5 × 105 BH
steps each were performed for all sizes. The quantum effects were
included through the zero-point energy (ZPE) function, in the har-
monic approximation.31,51,52 To do it, we built a database of local
minima close to the global minimum for each cluster size. In some
cases, the geometry of the BH+ZPE global minimum differs from the
BH one.

B. Diffusion Monte Carlo
DMC53,54 calculations are carried out by propagating in imagi-

nary time (τ = it) a time dependent Schrödinger equation, in such a
way that the general solution,

Ψ(τ) =∑
n
cn ψn e−τEn/

̵h, (3)

will lead, in the long-time limit, to only one non-vanished term that
will correspond to E0, the ground state energy.

Depending on the cluster size and therefore the number of He
atoms, the number of replicas included are within the range 6000–
12 000, with typical time steps ∆τ = 40–80 a.u., over 4000–8000 time
steps and using descendant weighting with 6–9 generations.

C. Path integral Monte Carlo
The PIMC method employed in this work has been described

before several times,31,51,52,55–58 so here we will only discuss the most
relevant details of the calculation. The density matrix of the system at
a temperature T is expressed as the product of densities at tempera-
ture T′ = T ×M and is evaluated in a collection Rα ≡ {rα1 , . . . , rαN} of
position vectors rαi of the particles forming the cluster. The α index
runs over the M quantum beads or time slices.

The total energy of the Cs+ doped helium clusters can be
obtained by means of the so-called virial estimator59,60 expressed as

⟨E(T)⟩=
3 N
2β
− ⟨

1
2M

M
∑
α=1

N
∑
i=1

(rαi −r
C
i ) ⋅ F

α
i ⟩ + ⟨

1
M

M
∑
α=1

V(Rα)⟩, (4)

where rC
i = M−1

∑
M
α=1 r

α
i defines the centroid of the M beads and

β = (kBT)−1. The first term in Eq. (4) corresponds to the classi-
cal kinetic energy after substracting the center of mass degrees of
freedom; the second one is a quantum correction where Fαi is the
force experienced by the i-particle on the α slice and the third term
describes the interaction between each pair of particles on that α
slice according with the pairwise interactions described in Sec. III.
The Cs+ ion is located fixed at the origin, and it is not included
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in the calculations, which are exclusively for the He atoms. This
is an acceptable approximation given its large mass in comparison
with He. The rigidity of the clusters is investigated by means of the
Lindemann index, defined as follows:51,61

δi =
1

M(N − 1)

M
∑
α=1

N
∑
j≠i

√
⟨rα2

ij ⟩ − ⟨rαij⟩
2

⟨rαij⟩
, (5)

where rαij =∣rαi − rαj ∣ is the He–He distance at the time slice α. More-
over, our analysis includes the calculation of the so-called radius of
gyration (ROG), obtained as follows:

(Rg)i =

¿
Á
ÁÀ 1

M

M
∑
α=1

(rαi − rCi )2, (6)

which measures the quantum delocalization of each individual atom.
The PIMC calculation is performed at T = 2 K using M = 200 beads.
The integration of the above terms shown in Eq. (4) is carried out
via a Metropolis MC algorithm averaging over a number of paths
{R1,R2, . . . ,RM ,RM+1} sampled by means of a staging procedure62

moving about 10% (that is 20) of the beads. About 106
× N staging

moves for thermalization and about 107
× N for statistics were con-

sidered. A confinement procedure was employed to avoid the evapo-
ration of the He atoms beyond a cut-off radius defined by inspection
of radial probability density functions.

V. RESULTS
A. Experimental results

Integrated counts from the HeNCs+ complexes have been
obtained as a function of the number of He atoms, N, as in pre-
vious investigations for similar systems.10,30,31 The ion intensities,
shown in Fig. 2 for complexes up to N = 60, exhibit a mainly
structureless profile with the only exception of a drop after N = 12
and a soft shoulder between N = 14 and 18. In principle, one may

FIG. 2. Measured abundances of HeNCs+ as a function of the number of He atoms,
N, up to N = 60. In the inset, present results (black squares) are compared for N ≤
28 with previous measurements (red circles) obtained in an experiment performed
with helium nanodroplets doped with cesium and molecular hydrogen.30

relate both anomalies to a stable structure for He12Cs+, perhaps an
icosahedral arrangement as suggested for He12Kr+,27 and to pos-
sible indications of complete filling of the first shell, respectively.
Much more smoother features are suggested at larger sizes, about
N = 33–35 and N = 53. In the inset of Fig. 2, the present ion mass
abundance is compared for N ≤ 28 with that reported in the recent
study by Kranabetter et al.30 of helium nanodroplets doped not only
with Cs+ but also with H2. The comparison between the curves
shown in Fig. 2 reveals that the small peak at N = 15 in the case
of the HeNCs+ experiment (red circles in Fig. 2) is not seen in this
work, where no H2 is introduced in the pick-up chamber besides
helium and cesium. The feature observed in Ref. 30 has its origin in
a double peak at m/z ∼ 193 assigned both to He15Cs+ and a frag-
ment of a polydimethylsiloxane, S3C3H9O+

4 , used as a lubricant for
turbo pumps. Once this additional contribution is removed after
extended baking, no intensity anomaly for He15Cs+ is found and
the cluster abundance does not exhibit a suggested peak at N = 15
(see Fig. 2).

Two portions of the mass spectrum recorded after electron ion-
ization of the Cs doped helium nanodroplets are shown in Fig. 3
at the mass per charge range corresponding to the regions between
He14Cs+ and He16Cs+ and close to He26Cs+. Besides these con-
tributions from the Cs+ doped clusters, peaks for He+

N with N =
47–49 and 59, respectively, are also observed. As already reported
in Ref. 23, all He+

N ions exhibit a narrow satellite peak (indicated
with vertical arrows in Fig. 3) next to their nominal mass, typically
0.1–0.3 amu upshifted. For the HeNCs+ cluster, on the contrary,
this extra peak is seen only for He26Cs+ but seems to be absent
for N = 14–16. As reported in Ref. 63, these extra features close
to the main peaks originate from metastable decay of cluster ions
on their way through the TOF mass spectrometer. They can be
understood as indications of unimolecular dissociation of the type

FIG. 3. Section of the mass spectrum obtained by electron ionization of Cs doped
Helium nanodroplets. Conditions: electron energy 85 eV, electron current 46 µA,
helium temperature 9.9 K, and He pressure 2.6 MPa. In this semilogarithmic plot,
all pristine helium cluster ions and the He26Cs+ maximum peak exhibit a satellite
peak (indicated by arrows) upshifted by about 0.3 Thomson and about 5% of the
intensity of the main peak which can be assigned to fragmentation processes in
the ion extraction region of the TOF mass spectrometer.
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HeN+1Cs+∗
→ HeNCs+ + He or a tightly bound He+

3 core64 in the
field free region before entering the reflectron. These satellite peaks
are particularly strong for weakly bound cluster ions and their rel-
ative position compared to the parent, and promptly formed frag-
ment ion depends strongly on the settings of the reflector voltage
(see Fig. 13 in Ref. 63).

A detailed analysis for the entire spectrum (not shown here)
reveals that the relative intensity of the satellite peaks (relative to
the main peaks) increases from <10−3 for N = 1 to more than 10%
for N > 100. As shown in Fig. 4, where we plot such a ratio both
for HeNCs+ (up to N = 26) and He+

N clusters (between N = 33 and
N = 60), there is a substantial increase beyond He17Cs+. Pronounced
changes in the slope (as those seen in Fig. 4) indicate shell closures
due to the presence of more weakly bound He atoms occupying the
next solvation layer. Our present result would thus be consistent
with previous theoretical reports of 17.5 as the number of He atoms
in the first shell.26

B. Theoretical results
The energy per particle for the HeNCs+ clusters here investi-

gated has been analyzed as a function of the droplet size. The results
obtained by means of the BH approach shown in Fig. 5 reveal an
interesting change as N increases. Beyond N = 17, the slope of the
energy curve changes its behavior with respect to N and becomes
positive. A similar effect was observed in the study of the solva-
tion of K+ in helium droplets performed by Yurtsever et al.22 In
that case, authors found that the minimum observed for He12K+

clusters corresponds to a specially stable symmetric structure of the
helium atoms around the ion impurity located at the center. The fea-
tures observed in the trend of the E/N curve calculated with the BH
method shown in Fig. 5 can be associated with specific configura-
tions of the He atoms around the Cs+ ion obtained by means of
classical approaches.43 Thus, for instance, that minimum seen for
the case of He17Cs+ corresponds to an optimum packing structure,
that is, the configuration in which the He atoms covers in the most
optimum way the Cs+ ion, providing the lowest association energy

FIG. 4. Ratio between satellite and the main peak for He+
N from N = 33–59 (black)

and for HeNCs+ ions with N between 0 and 26 (blue).

FIG. 5. Energy per particle for the HeNCs+ clusters as a function of the number
of He atoms, N, obtained by means of the BH (black solid squares), PIMC (red
circles), DMC (blue triangles), and BH+ZPE (empty squares). Units are milli elec-
tron volt. The N = 17 and 20 cases, corresponding to the optimum and maximum
packing structures, respectively, are highlighted with the vertical arrow in the BH
results. See text for details.

per atom. The corresponding structure, presented in the left panel of
Fig. 6, belongs to the D5d symmetry point group.

A further analysis of the BH results of Fig. 5 reveals a second
feature at a slightly larger size, N = 20, where the energy per par-
ticle curve displays a local minimum. The corresponding structure
found in the classical minimization procedure is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 6. It belongs to the C1 symmetry point group and can be
interpreted as the maximum packing structure in which the system
supports a supplementary number of atoms with a slight raise of the
cluster association energy per atom.43

The corresponding QM estimates of the energies per particles
shown in Fig. 5 exhibit, however, a different behavior as a func-
tion of the cluster size. Both the PIMC and DMC results display a
change with a pronounced increase in the slope of the energy curve
beyond N ∼ 12. The maximum value of the first derivative of the
E/N(N) curve is seen around N = 18 in both cases. The QM cor-
rected value of the BH energies obtained adding the ZPE values,

FIG. 6. Minimum energy structures obtained with the BH method for the He17Cs+

and He20Cs+ cases. These are the optimum and maximum packing structures,
respectively, marked in Fig. 5 with the vertical arrow (see text for details).
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BH+ZPE, shows a much more fluctuating trend at the small and
medium sizes, with values which significantly differ from the DMC
and PIMC counterparts between N = 4 and 14.

The PIMC energies have been obtained using a confinement
approach as explained in Sec. IV C. As opposed to what is stated in
Ref. 29, where the corresponding PIMC calculation is performed at
1 K, the binding of the He atom to the Cs ion does not seem to be
enough to prevent evaporation from the cluster when the temper-
ature is increased up to 2 K as in our study. In Fig. 7, we compare
the behavior of the HeNCs+ total energies calculated with the PIMC
approach with and without such an artificial restriction for the He
atoms as a function of N. It is clear that this procedure is only neces-
sary beyond N = 18 since for smaller sizes, both calculations lead to
essentially the same values of the energies. However, when more He
atoms are added, the PIMC calculation with no confinement yields
fluctuating energies (see the inset of Fig. 7 for an amplified view of
that range of cluster sizes).

The onset of this behavior at N = 18 seems to be related with
the closure of the first solvation layer of helium atoms surrounding
the Cs ion. As a matter of fact, if we calculate the radial probabil-
ity density functions for the HeNCs+ clusters with N = 16, 18, 25,
and 27 (shown in Fig. 8), we can see how He18Cs+ is the first case in
which, besides a main maximum around ∼3.5 Å, a secondary peak
starts to develop around ∼6 Å. For N = 25 and 27, this feature is well
defined thus indicating the relative position of those He atoms occu-
pying a second layer whenN ≥ 18. These two maxima are also seen in
the PIMC calculation reported by Galli et al.29 for He128Cs+ in addi-
tion to an extra peak at even larger distances (∼9 Å), a region which
remains, however, unexplored in our present case with a remarkably
lower number of He atoms.

Similar fluctuations are seen when we calculate the evaporation
energy, defined as ∆EN = − [EN − E(N−1)]. The BH results, compared
with DMC, PIMC, and BH+ZPE values in Fig. 9, display a stable
character with the number of helium atoms up to He17Cs+, when a
noticeable decrease is observed. The other significant feature seen in
the trend followed by ∆EN obtained by means of the BH approach

FIG. 7. Energies for the HeNCs+ clusters (with N between 1 and 30) obtained by
means of the PIMC method of Sec. IV C. Results obtained when He atoms are
free to move (open circles) are compared with those energies calculated with a
confinement procedure (red circles). See text for details.

FIG. 8. Radial probability distribution obtained with the PIMC method for HeNCs+

clusters with N = 16 (black), 18 (red), 25 (blue), and 27 (magenta).

occurs at N = 19, that is, at the strict vicinity of the maximum pack-
ing structure seen for N = 20 (see Fig. 6). Beyond that point, the
classical predictions remain almost stable as the size of the cluster
increases.

The analysis of the evaporation energies obtained by means of
the QM methods here employed reveals the difficulty of the calcu-
lation due to the extreme weakness of the interaction between the
He and Cs+. The PIMC results at T = 2 K shown in Fig. 9 have been
calculated with the artificial confinement mentioned in Sec. IV C
to avoid the evaporation of He atoms from the cluster. As seen
in Fig. 7, this procedure seems to be crucial to eliminate spurious
fluctuations in the energy of the Cs+ ion doped clusters at such
temperature. This explains the plateau observed as N increases for
the evaporation energies in Fig. 9. In this sense, our results mani-
fest the substantial effect due to the temperature in the system, in
comparison with the non-restricted PIMC calculation performed at
T = 1 K reported in Ref. 29. Analogously, the DMC approach yields

FIG. 9. Evaporation energies as a function of N, the number of He atoms, ∆EN
= − [EN − E(N−1)] for the HeNCs+ clusters as a function of the number of He
atoms, N, obtained with the BH (black solid squares), PIMC (red circles), DMC
(blue triangles), and BH+ZPE (empty squares). Units are milli electron volt.
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energies with considerable fluctuations with respect to N and large
error bars when the clusters become sufficiently large, so peaks seen
in the evaporation energy curve beyond N > 20 in Fig. 9 should
be taken cautiously. For the smaller clusters, N ≤ 15, however,
the PIMC and DMC energies compare well. The ZPE corrected
BH predictions struggle to provide stable values of the energies at
almost all sizes. Possible deviations from the harmonic approxima-
tion and the proximity of various shallow potential energy wells
seem to be the most likely reasons for such poor performance to
describe correctly the energy landscape for the HeNCs+ clusters here
investigated.

With these considerations in mind, we only employ the PIMC
with the confinement restriction to calculate the second energy dif-
ferences, that is ∆2EN = EN+1 − EN−1 − 2EN , another commonly
employed descriptor to analyze cluster stability.31,65 The dependence
of such ∆2EN as a function of N, shown in Fig. 10, reveals also a
prominent peak for He12Cs+, supporting the above discussed find-
ings for the evaporation energies. The region of the closure of the
first solvation shell is also affected by noticeable features since a pro-
nounced dip for N = 17 is immediately followed by a maximum at
N = 18.

Indications of a possible change in the overall behavior of the
HeNCs+ clusters when the number of helium atoms is increased, can
be additionally analyzed by means of both the Lindemann index
and ROG defined in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively. In Fig. 11, we
show both quantities as a function of N in order to see if He atoms
exhibit distinct behavior individually for each cluster size. In partic-
ular, the values of δi for the He atoms (see the top panel of Fig. 11)
in He12Cs+ display a noticeable decrease with respect to the trend
followed by smaller clusters and a change in the slope of the curve
at N = 18. These are precisely the two specific sizes at which the
experiment has found a distinctive behavior. In principle, values
of the Lindemann index are above δi ∼ 0.2, thus indicating a well-
developed fluid behavior61 for the entire range of sizes investigated
here. It is also significant that, as the number of He atoms in cluster is
increased, such trend augments with a tendency to stabilize around
δi ∼ 0.35.

FIG. 10. Second energy differences defined as ∆2EN = EN +1 − EN−1 − 2EN
calculated with the PIMC method.

FIG. 11. Lindemann index δi for each He atom as defined in Eq. (5) and ROG, Rg,
defined in Eq. (6) for the HeNCs+ clusters as a function of the number of helium
atoms, N, obtained with the PIMC method.

The ROG shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 11 exhibits a
decreasing behavior as a function of N with a clear minimum for the
region around He16–Cs+ and He17Cs+, and then it starts increasing
again. Beyond that point, although there is certainly some spread of
the He atoms location with values ofRg covering an ampler range, no
separated groups are observed thus suggesting no significant differ-
ences between the behavior at the first and second solvating helium
layers. The decrease observed with N is an indication of the increase
in He–He interactions as the size of the cluster keeps increasing. For
larger values of N there is a wider variety of possible ROG for each
cluster size.

VI. DISCUSSION
The drop at N = 12 seen in the experimental cluster abun-

dance shown in Fig. 2 has a correspondence in the QM evapora-
tion energies (see Fig. 9). According to the predictions obtained
with the PIMC approach, He12Cs+ is the largest cluster with a value
for ∆E ∼ 10 meV. The addition of another He atom produces a
significant decrease in the evaporation energy down to ∼6 meV.
However, there is nothing in the radial probability density obtained
with such a method which may indicate a special configuration
for this cluster. Analogously, the related minimum energy config-
uration predicted by the BH approach corresponds to a structure
where the He atoms do not even completely solvate the Cs+ ion thus
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providing no indication at all of significant stability. The angular
distribution obtained by means of the DMC approach, however, sug-
gests that the structure of He12Cs+ explores the icosahedral arrange-
ment. Figure 12 shows the comparison between the He–Cs+–He
angle distribution for N = 12 and that from the hypothetical case
in which He atoms form a strict icosahedral around the Cs+ ion.
Both distributions are far from being identical, but one can infer
the presence of this stable configuration on the overall distribution
of the cluster. A bit more conclusive seems the comparison of the
corresponding probability distributions for the He–He and He–Cs+

distances shown in Fig. 13. Apart from some slight shift in the max-
imum peak, the distribution for the distance between the He atoms
and the Cs+ ion obtained with the DMC calculation and that from
the icosahedral structure are almost the same. The He–He distri-
bution, on the other hand, exhibits a bimodal profile in which the
second broad maximum seems to account for the distance separat-
ing the most distant He atoms: (i) He atoms in opposite vertices and
(ii) a He atom in the vertex and those five from the most distant pen-
tagon. Thus, although the energy per particle function of Fig. 5 does
not have a minimum for such cluster size, He12Cs+ plays the role of
the optimum packing structure in the QM case, which is classically
seen for He17Cs+ (see Fig. 6).

The experimental cluster abundance shown in Fig. 2 displays
a significant feature at N = 17. As suggested in previous studies
and conclusively confirmed with the present calculations, this is
precisely the number of He atoms required to fill the first solva-
tion shell around the Cs+. It is worth remarking that the satel-
lite/main ratios shown in Fig. 4 constitute, up to our knowledge,
the first experimental evidence of the closure of that first layer.
According to the theoretical results reported in Ref. 29, the radial
He density for He64Cs+ displays some non-negligible probability
beyond that second peak around ∼6 Å thus suggesting that He
atoms start to explore a region outside a second layer, but a clear
extra peak (around ∼9 Å) is only seen for the distribution cor-
responding to N = 128. The present experimental investigation,

FIG. 12. Probability density function for the He–Cs+–He angle obtained by means
of the DMC method (black solid line) for the He12Cs+ cluster. The angular distribu-
tion for the hypothetical case of He atoms forming a strict icosahedral arrangement
around the Cs+ located in the center is included for comparison in the red dashed
line.

FIG. 13. Probability density functions for the He–Cs+ (top panel) and He–He (bot-
tom panel) distances obtained by means of the DMC method (black solid line) for
the He12Cs+ cluster. As in Fig. 12 for the angular case, the radial distributions for
a strict icosahedral structure (red dashed line) are included for comparison.

restricted to lower sizes, N ≤ 60, can not give any insight about
the closure of a second shell around the Cs+ ion for such large
clusters.

As mentioned in Sec. V B, the weak interaction existing
between the He atoms and the Cs+ ion makes the theoretical study of
these clusters a challenging task. This specific condition is also man-
ifested in previous investigations of similar doped helium droplets
in which Cs+ was comparatively treated with some other alkali ion
impurities such as Li+, Na+, or K+.26,28 Thus in the variational MC
calculation of Ref. 28, contrary to results for the other lighter ions,
HeN–Cs+ was the only case in which a not well defined shell of
helium atoms surrounding the impurity was found. In addition, the
angular correlations around Cs+ were less defined than those around
Li+, Na+, or K+. In our case, T = 2 K seems to be a sufficiently high
value of the temperature for the PIMC calculation (in comparison
with previous investigations performed at T = 1 K29) to require the
use of a confinement procedure to ensure converged results with no
evaporation of He atoms from the droplet. Otherwise, the obtained
results display spurious fluctuations as a function of the cluster size.
The mainly structureless profile obtained for the evaporation energy
as N increases seems to be consistent with the experimental result.
Oscillations with the cluster size, so avoided in the case of the PIMC
calculation, are on the contrary present in results obtained with
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both the DMC and the classical BH methods. These two approaches
yield energies also affected by the intrinsic weakness of the He–Cs+

interaction.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The solvation of Cs+ ions in helium droplets has been

treated in a combined experimental and theoretical investigation.
Mass spectra of HeNCs+ clusters up to N = 60 were measured,
and their abundances have been analyzed as a function of the
number of helium atoms in order to search for the most sta-
ble cases. Evidences of the closure of the first solvation layer
when 17 He atoms surrounding the ion impurity have been pre-
sented with the ratio between satellite and main peaks existing
in the measured spectra, the former being the result of a frag-
mentation process in the acceleration region of the mass spec-
trometer. Calculations performed by means of basin-hopping, dif-
fusion Monte Carlo, and path integral Monte Carlo methods
also yield results indicating interesting features for N = 12 and
N = 17. In particular, quantum mechanical distributions for He12Cs+

suggest the contribution from the icosahedral configuration and
conclusive evidences showing that beyond He17Cs+, He atoms are
located surrounding the first solvation layer have been given.
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